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Aerogard

When the queen visited Australia in the 

summer of 1963, there were many pesky 

flies around . She was given a special 

chemical spray to stop flies landing on 

her . It had been discovered more than  

20 years earlier by CSIRO scientist  

Doug Waterhouse .

Doug had tested many different 

chemicals by rubbing them on his arms 

and legs and sitting in a cage with 

around 1000 mosquitoes . He wanted 

to find a chemical that would stop 

mosquitoes landing on him . Eventually 

he tested a chemical called dimethyl 

phthalate and found that it worked .

Doug then tested dimethyl phthalate on 

himself in the field . During the Second 

World War, Australian soldiers in the 

Pacific used it to help keep them safe 

from malaria, a disease that is spread 

in tropical areas by mosquitoes . They 

called the chemical ‘Mary’ .

After the Queen used dimethyl phthalate 

in 1963 a company decided to bottle the 

chemical and sell it . Today you can spray 

Aerogard on your skin and clothes to 

keep flies and mosquitoes away .

If you want to know more about flies, 

you can look up ‘Diptera’ and ‘Dung 

beetles’ in this book (see pages 23  

and 25) .

➔ Did you know mosquitoes 
are actually flies, so Aerogard 
works on them too!

© Rachel Tribout

Which bug repellent was made famous  
by Queen Elizabeth II of England?  
The answer is Aerogard!
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Bry 
the 
Fly 
Guy
Dr Bryan Lessard is a scientist who loves 

flies . He fell in love with flies when he 

was studying biology at university and 

learned that flies can help police solve 

crimes . After university, he studied flies 

for his PhD, which is a three to four year 

research project after which you can call 

yourself Doctor . But Bryan calls himself 

Bry the Fly Guy!

So far, Bry the Fly Guy has discovered 

more than 150 new species of flies . The 

first new species he named was the 

Beyoncé Fly (Plinthina beyonceae), a 

horse fly with a golden bum . He named 

it after the singer Beyoncé, who dresses 

in golden costumes . Beyoncé Fly lives in 

north-east Queensland . Like most flies, 

horse flies are great pollinators .

Bry the Fly Guy thinks we should all love 

flies because a tiny fly is the only known 

pollinator of the cacao plant, from which 

we get chocolate . This chocolate-loving 

fly is just the right size and shape to 

crawl inside the flower .

Bry the Fly Guy loves 
telling people about 
amazing insects.

Bry the Fly Guy also thinks we should eat 

insects, but maybe not flies . You can find 

out more if you look up ‘insect eating’ 

(see page 44) .

© CSIRO, taken by Andrea Wild
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Carcharhinus obsoletus
Carcharhinus obsoletus is the Lost Shark . 

It hasn’t been seen in the wild since 1934, 

when a scientist collected a baby shark 

specimen from Vietnam .

The Lost Shark lived in the South China 

Sea . It was pale grey with a slender body, 

small dorsal fins, a short snout, large 

eyes and a relatively large mouth with 

serrated, triangle-shaped teeth at the 

front of its upper jaw .

We know about the Lost Shark thanks to 

the baby shark and two other specimens 

from museum collections . It was named 

as a new species in 2019 by Will White 

and a team of scientists .

The Lost Shark probably went extinct 

due to overfishing before anyone 

realised it existed or recognised that it 

was different from other closely related 

sharks . To tell shark species apart, 

scientists compare body measurements, 

look at teeth shape, take x-rays of the 

skeleton and look at the skin structure 

under a microscope .

The picture of the Lost Shark here is a 

watercolour painting . It’s too late to save 

the Lost Shark from overfishing .

➔ Obsoletus means extinct 
in Latin.

A watercolour  
painting of 
Carcharhinus 
obsoletus, the  
Lost Shark.

By Lindsay Marshall, www .stickfigurefish .com .au
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Dragons
Chromosomes store the long strings of DNA inside our  

cells . You might already know that human males have an  

X chromosome and a Y chromosome and females have  

two X chromosomes .

It’s a bit different in the Central Bearded Dragon, which lives  

in central Australia . Males have two Z chromosomes and 

females have a Z chromosome and a W chromosome . But 

whether a baby dragon is a male or a female partly depends  

on the temperature of their egg before they hatch!

When the eggs are hotter, some of the dragons with two  

Z chromosomes develop as females . This doesn’t harm  

them . In fact, these females grow up to be braver in the  

ways they explore their environment and they can lay twice  

as many eggs .

Somehow, temperature sends a signal to the tiny dragon  

inside its egg, telling its body how to develop . Scientists are 

trying to find out what these signals are and how they work .

Scientists are also trying to find out what might happen if  

the environment gets hotter due to climate change . If all baby 

dragons hatch as females the species could become extinct . 

This could affect other reptiles too . 

Central Bearded 
Dragon specimens 
stored in a jar of 
ethanol in the 
Australian National 
Wildlife Collection.

© Gordon Gullock

A Central Bearded 
Dragon from near 
Cunnamulla in 
Queensland, where hot 
summer temperatures 
mean that some nests 
produce only female 
offspring.

© Arthur Georges

➔ There are many species of crocodiles, turtles 
and lizards that can become male or female 
depending on the temperature of their eggs.
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Emu in 
the Sky
Can you spot the constellations Vela, Virgo or Volans in 

the night sky? Constellations are like dot-to-dot drawings 

connecting stars in the night sky .

There are 88 constellations recognised by the 

International Astronomical Union . Many of the names 

European people use and the stories they told about 

the constellations come from Ancient Greece and Rome 

nearly 2000 years ago . Some constellations like Crux, 

the Southern Cross, were named in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, when European sailors observed 

the far southern skies .

Indigenous people have been gazing at the stars in 

the Australian sky for many thousands of years . They 

tell stories not just about the stars but about the dark 

patches between them . One of these constellations is 

known as the Emu in the Sky . It’s lying down just to the 

left of the Southern Cross . The emu is formed by dark 

nebulae, which are distant clouds of dust and gas far 

away in our Milky Way Galaxy .

➔ The Emu in the Sky is 
visible in southern parts of 
Australia in winter.

© Rachel Tribout
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Fish 
collection
How do we know what species of fish live in the ocean and 

what their names are? The Australian National Fish Collection 

in Hobart has 160 000 specimens of fish stored in jars and tubs 

of ethanol . Some of the strangest specimens are deep-sea fish .

The fish collection is like a library of fish . Scientists at the 

collection try to have at least one specimen of every species of 

fish that swims in Australia’s seas and oceans . So far, they have 

3500 different species in the collection and they name a few 

new species every year .

To preserve a freshly caught fish, scientists take photos to 

record its original colours . Then they soak it in a chemical 

called formalin for several weeks . Then they store it in a jar  

or tub of ethanol, which is the same alcohol found in beer  

and wine .

Fish lose most of their colour during this process, but they 

keep all the details of their shape and size and how their fins 

are arranged . In the past, this is what scientists used to tell 

fish species apart . Today scientists also use x-rays of fish to tell 

different species apart . They also use DNA, the chemical secret 

code of all living things .
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An anglerfish in the 
Australian National 
Fish Collection.  
Above its head 
you can see the 
bioluminescent  
organ that lights  
up to attract prey.

Helen O’Neill at the 
Australian National 
Fish Collection.

A monkfish  
belonging to the  
genus Sladenia in  
the Australian 
National Fish 
Collection. Some 
people call them 
goosefish.
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Galahs
These pink and grey cockatoos live all around Australia .

If you live in the west of Australia, your galahs have rosy-pink 

heads . If you live in the east, your galahs have pale-pink heads . 

These two kinds of galahs are different subspecies and until 

2016 scientists had their names mixed up .

Galahs were given their scientific name by biologists who 

visited Australia from France in 1801 . They were on a field trip 

known as the Baudin Expedition . They didn’t realise there were 

two different kinds of galahs, rosy pinks in the west and pale 

pinks in the east . Which kind of galah did they name? For a 

long time, everyone assumed it was a pale-pink galah .

The natural-history museum in Paris has the galah collected 

during the Baudin Expedition . It’s been dead for more than  

200 years and looks quite scruffy, but it seems to have a  

rosy-pink head, not a pale-pink head . In 2016 scientists used 

ancient DNA from a small snip of skin near its toe to find out 

for sure . It was a rosy-pink galah from the west!

This means rosy-pink galahs from the west own the original 

species name, Eolophus roseicapilla roseicapilla . Galahs 

from the east with their almost-white heads got a new name, 

Eolophus roseicapilla albiceps .

It shows how hard it can be to name a new species!

A pair of eastern 
galahs in New  
South Wales.
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Head lice
Head lice are like your very own living 

insect collection . You can take them 

everywhere you go . The downside is  

they suck your blood and make your 

head itch .

Head lice are a species of wingless 

insect called Pediculus humanus capitis . 

(Most species have a two-part name, 

but headlice have a three-part name to 

distinguish them from the very closely 

related species Pediculus humanus 

humanus, body lice .) Head lice can’t fly 

and they can’t live anywhere other than 

on the head of a human . To move from 

one person to another, head lice use 

their claws to climb along hair and  

onto a strand that’s nearby . Unless  

your head is very close to the head  

of someone with head lice, you can’t 

catch them .

There are many different insects that  

live on human blood and some can 

spread diseases . Mosquitoes can  

spread diseases like Ross River fever 

and body lice can spread diseases like 

epidemic typhus, but head lice don’t 

spread diseases .

➔ You can share head lice 
with your family, friends and 
teachers!

It you get head lice, it’s called an 

infestation . To get rid of them you 

can talk to a pharmacist about using 

a special hair product containing an 

insecticide . But head lice are developing 

resistance to many insecticides . You can 

also smother dry hair with conditioner 

every couple of days and comb it out 

with a fine comb until all the lice 

and eggs have disappeared .

© Rachel Tribout

Some insects live in trees, some in the ground, 
some in hives and some on your head!
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Influenza virus
A virus particle is a very simple thing . 

Inside is a long molecule of DNA or 

RNA, a secret code containing all 

the instructions to make more virus 

particles . On the outside the virus wears 

a protective coat made of protein . Some 

viruses also have a fatty outer layer .

Viruses use the cells of living things to 

make copies of themselves . Cells can’t do 

their normal jobs properly when they are 

working hard to make millions of new 

viruses, so this can make us very sick . 

Our body’s immune responses to the 

virus can also make us sick .

Influenza virus, better known as the flu, 

makes people sick by invading cells in 

➔ Animals like chickens 
and ducks can get the 
flu too. It’s called Avian 
Influenza. The Australian 
Centre for Disease 
Preparedness has strains 
of Avian Influenza in its 
virus collection.

A microscopic view 
of the strain of Avian 
Influenza called H7N9.
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the nose, throat and lungs . Different flu 

types, or strains, have slightly different 

protein coats . This helps the virus hide 

from our immune system and it is why 

people need to be given a different flu 

vaccine every year .

In the 1990s Australian scientists 

invented a drug called Relenza that can 

help people who are sick with the flu . 

They figured out the structure of the flu’s 

protein coat and discovered that one 

part of the coat is the same in all strains . 

They designed a drug that would stick 

to this part of the coat and prevent the 

virus from spreading between cells .
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Invasive species
When some species of plants and 

animals manage to get to places where 

they don’t occur naturally, they can 

become pests .

Rabbits, cats and foxes are famous 

examples . Foxes and cats are predators 

that eat native birds and mammals .

Daisy weeds such as boneseed, fireweed 

and bitou bush are also a big problem 

in Australia . There are many more daisy 

species that could become weeds if  

they enter Australia . Their seeds spread 

very easily on the wind . Weedy daisies 

cost a lot to remove from farmlands and 

they can take the place of native plants 

in the wild .

➔ Rabbits were brought to 
Australia from Europe and soon 
spread across the country, taking 
the place of native animals like 
bilbies and bettongs.

Rabbits are one of  
the worst invasive 
species in Australia. 
This photo was taken 
in 1938.

Invasive pest insects are another big 

problem . They can eat crops or even 

furniture and houses . Some spread 

diseases and many look very similar 

to native Australian insects . It takes an 

expert entomologist to tell them apart, 

helped by reference specimens in the 

insect collection .

Not all new plants and animals can 

survive in their new homes . Some take a 

long time to spread . Some, like the Cane 

Toad, are still spreading .

➔ There are also some diseases 
that we need to prevent from 
getting into Australia. Some 
could infect crops like bananas 
and potatoes. Others could infect 
animals or people.
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